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Since the stock market became hotter and hotter at the end of 2005, Chinese 
security market has developed more and more, and another brand new financial 
derivative—futures on stock indices is vividly portrayed after stock warrants came out. 
The thesis studies on time between trades and volatility to explain the process of price 
adjustment in a new way, which is not only the vital to the process of stock price 
adjustment, but also the process of price adjustment of futures on stock indices. The 
thesis tries to support a different way to study on futures on stock indices, especially 
the impulse cost, and make a contribution to improving Chinese stock market, even 
the whole financial market. 
The thesis combines qualitative analysis and empirical study. The thesis imports 
Easley and O'Hara（1992）Model developed according to the fact of Chinese security 
market, does empirical study on Synthetic Security Index of Shanghai, and the 
relationship between its time between trades and volatility, by the ACD model, and 
gets some conclusions. 
By analysis in the first half part of the thesis, the author gets the conclusions as 
follows: given there is no trade, the probability of no information event rises and the 
probability of existing information event falls; if the probability of trading with the 
informed traders is high, the probability of an information event is low, and then the 
relationship between its time between trades and volatility is negative. This negative 
relationship is proved in Chinese security market. It is also proved in many other 
security markets. But it doesn’t mean it’s always true in all markets. This conclusion 
has not been reached before the thesis. At the same time the empirical study proves 
that the form of the conditional time between trades and volatility is different from 
that in other security markets. 
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（一）将 Easley 和 O'Hara（1992）模型引进对中国证券交易市场的分析。
国内大部分文献只是进行实证分析，对于实证结果符合 Easley 和 O'Hara（1992）




直无法深入解释实证得出和 Easley 和 O'Hara（1992）模型相符结果的原因。而
其实，国外文献对指令驱动交易制度分析的模型，就是借用做市商交易制度的模
                                                        
① 本文中的 Easley 和 O’Hara（1992）模型表示本文引用的这个模型出自 Easley, D.，O’Hara, M. 1992 年的
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